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Introduction
Much has been written and even more has been said about the Host-Based Security System (HBSS) since its initial 
conception by the US Department of Defense (DoD) Enterprise Solutions Steering Group (ESSG) in 2005 and initial rollout 
beginning in 2006. HBSS is often an emotional topic for information security practitioners, the Defense Information 
Systems Agency (DISA) Program Executive Office—Mission Assurance (PEO-MA), systems integrators, warfighters, and 
McAfee alike, but there are some common points that McAfee hears routinely from HBSS consumers and administrators:

• Although sufficient planning, resources, and training was provided to get HBSS installed, most organizations still find 
themselves on their own to operationalize it; Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) for operators do not or are not 
specific enough to the Combatant Command/Service/Agency (C/S/A) organization.

• Adoption of HBSS versions and components has lagged behind advances in the adversary toolkit, scope of insider threats, 
or the protection available to mainstream commercial organizations, resulting in unacceptable mission risk.

• Enterprise-scale information assurance tools like HBSS require more training and expertise than is typically available and 
any retention of this expertise is short-term due to the frequency of personnel rotations.

• The “one-size-fits-all” design of HBSS is unwieldy in systems in Denied-Disconnected Intermittent Limited (D-DIL) 
environments and in use on firm- or fixed-function devices.

• Most organizations begin operationalizing HBSS in order to ensure compliance and success in a Command Cyber 
Readiness Inspection (CCRI) rather than as a core element of their cyberdomain dominance.

In recent years, DoD leadership has looked to create greater standardization and economies of scale with the Joint 
Information Environment (JIE) framework. One of the primary tenets of the JIE strategy is to provide end-to-end visibility 
and situational awareness (SA) from garrison to the tactical edge. This goal cannot be achieved without improvement and 
evolution in the existing and near-term future HBSS estate. In fact, Appendix D of the 2013 JIE Operations Concept of 
Operations (CONOPS) approved by the JIE Tri-Chair calls out the following operational requirements that evolution of HBSS 
can specifically perform or assist with:

• Resiliency to support operations in the face of degraded capabilities and adversary threats or activities.
• Ability to rapidly reconstitute user devices and end nodes.
• End-to-end, full stack SA that feeds a common operational view for all levels, including integrating applicable threat and 

intelligence information that enables defenders to understand causes and implications of network changes.
• Ability to obtain current operational configuration of any JIE component.
• Ability to audit/log/store all JIE infrastructure configuration changes.
• Near real-time anomalous event correlation and management capabilities.
• Authority and technical capability to track all users, devices, applications, and more..
• Near real-time compliance verification capabilities.

This paper will examine the future of HBSS and make measurable, tangible recommendations to not only increase overall 
security and capabilities, but also to lessen the management burden, lower the overall total cost of ownership, allow for 
better results, particularly in D-DIL environments, and allow JIE real-time operational control over HBSS assets.

Create a Centralized Administration 
The very nature of HBSS is designed for a high degree of centralization, ensuring that a small, highly trained administrative 
team can protect a significant variety of desktops, laptops, servers, virtual machines, mobile devices, and other devices. 
However, in 2006 and 2007 during the initial rollouts of HBSS, an architecturally unsound number of McAfee® ePolicy 
Orchestrator® (McAfee ePO™) software servers were made available to the C/S/A community, resulting in not only 
decentralization, but an untenable number of McAfee ePO software and database administrators, increasing complexity 
and cost. There were two primary reasons for this increased number of servers: first, organizations wanted to retain tight 
control over what they perceived as their ability to make machines secure and productive, and second, the initial scalability 
of McAfee ePO software in 2006 was a fraction of what was required.
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Since 2006, McAfee has invested millions of dollars and thousands of labor hours to ensure that the scalability of McAfee 
ePO software would reach the massive scale required for large DoD environments, such as Army 7th Signal Command, 
which manages the hundreds of thousands of CONUS Army HBSS nodes in a truly centralized manner. The scalability of 
McAfee ePO software not only meets but exceeds DoD JIE requirements today. For instance, in a case study regarding 
the security posture of the New York City Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications (DoITT), the 
associate commissioner for IT Security, Dan Srebnick, found that for his 150,000 city employees spread across 100 
agencies and their devices, a planned rollout could encompass the entire estate on two servers. Further, Srebnick found 
that much like the C/S/A community’s early rollout desire for a greater number of servers during initial HBSS rollout, there 
was resistance to removing more local controls: “Some of the most vociferous objectors to consolidating with McAfee 
have become the biggest fans since implementation,” says Srebnick. “As a rule, IT folks are hesitant to give up local 
control, but they have to admit that moving to McAfee has helped offload mundane security tasks.”

Most importantly, Srebnick found that much like the desired result in JIE, the NYC DoITT was able to gain visibility and 
control from a centralized location down to the “tactical” edge at the remote agencies: “With central management, we 
finally have widespread visibility,” says Srebnick. “We have a better understanding of our assets, where they are, and how 
they are being used, and direct insight into the security profile of each node. We have the ability to look at security events 
on a city-wide, holistic basis, in a way that we never could have before.”1 

In any redesign considerations for the HBSS estate in DoD, centralization such as described in the NYC DoITT case 
study above is essential. There are a series of conditions that make the alternative of distributed controls not only 
disadvantageous, but typically impossible:

• The HBSS administrative infrastructure requires either physical or virtual servers to be established and maintained for 
McAfee ePO software.

• The HBSS administrative infrastructure requires not only initial installation but ongoing maintenance of a physical or 
virtual SQL database.

• Both the HBSS administrative infrastructure and the individual HBSS nodes require ongoing bandwidth for updates and 
policies.

• The primary function of HBSS, host-based intrusion prevention system (HIPS) is a specialized tool requiring ongoing, 
dedicated expertise for both analysis and signature creation.

• A secondary function of HBSS, policy auditor, is a specialized tool requiring DoD Information Assurance knowledge and 
expertise in areas such as DISA Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs) and Department of Defense Instructions (DoDI).

• The paucity of DoD personnel who have received sufficient training in ePO, SQL, DoDI, or other information security and 
privacy tools and procedures, particularly in the tactical community.

• The frequent rotation of personnel.

In part because of these conditions, but more importantly to get to the intended JIE framework goals, DoD practitioners 
must pull servers back from smaller and more tactical organizations to more centralized tiers. By reducing the number 
of servers and removing server administrative tasks and functions overall to larger garrison tiers of operation where 
24/7 operation expertise is available, each managed organization can operate with a better overall security posture 
without wholly forgoing local controls. The HBSS McAfee ePO software administrative infrastructure allows for the local 
organization to not only be able to log in and view reports for their organization, but also manage specific policies that 
affect their organization without having to own the overhead of the server itself. 

One successful example of this migration to centralized management of HBSS functions can be seen in an effort requested 
by the Navy’s PMW-130 program office in February of 2014. The project team set out to remove McAfee ePO software 
servers from three ships, replacing the onsite servers with what is known as a SADR (SuperAgent Distributed Repository). 
The garrison McAfee ePO software server would deliver new updates and policies, and the SADR would do the shipboard 
distribution. The six-week schedule consisted of lab pre-work, limited live environment testing, and full live-environment 
testing. During that period of time, the three-man team (SPAWAR, DISA, McAfee) was able to not only achieve the project 
goals, but provide pre-planning for future efforts to make the removal of onboard McAfee ePO software servers easier for 
subsequent teams. The After Action Report created for this effort is contract number HC1028-08-D-2023, the delivery 
order is 0056, and the deliverable item is PWS23. 
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Training Considerations
The nature of warfare continues to evolve. On July 1, 2010, The Economist released an article describing the cyberworld 
as the “fifth domain” after air, sea, land, and space. Further, in an interview originally outlined in Military Information 
Technology 2013: Volume 17, Issue 1 (February), Vice Admiral Michael S. Rogers, then Commander, Fleet Cyber Command 
and Commander 10th Fleet said, “The network must be treated as a weapons system as we continue the fight to maintain 
our advantage in cyberspace.” Because HBSS is the primary defensive and SA tool fielded, DoD must invest in training for 
HBSS use on par with the amount of time and effort it spends on other weapons systems rather than viewing it as merely 
a technology widget.

For instance, at Fort Sill, an Army MOS 94S trainee learns the specifics of Patriot Missile System Repair at Repairer 
Course Phase II, where the training lasts a total of 38 weeks and four days. At Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Army 15N 
Avionic Mechanics are trained for 25 weeks. However at Fort Belvoir, an Army MOS 25D trainee receives 14 weeks of 
cyberdefense training for what has been described as the fifth domain of warfare. In contrast, the DISA training course 
as it relates specifically to HBSS in the classroom is a mere 32 hours. This is not to say that this wide disparity is DISA’s 
responsibility. It is specifically a DoD-wide challenge to treat information security and privacy tools as essential warfighting 
equipment and then train appropriately.

Today, HBSS training is a flat model, meaning that the primary focus of the training targets people who will install and 
operate, with little emphasis on other items (such as mission risk versus remediation cost). A more desirable result would 
break out into a variety of expertise levels to ensure that cyberwarfighters can reach different levels of mastery and 
effectiveness, as well as create career progression. Recommended tiers are:

• HBSS engineer—The HBSS engineer should already be an information technology engineer, or analyst (CMSA). Small 
sub-Tier 3 site administrators, Tier-3/NEC medium-site administrators, and brigade-level tactical operators would be the 
typical roles of HBSS engineers. The engineer does routine compliance audits and low-level troubleshooting.

• HBSS specialist—The HBSS specialist level is more for the Tier 2 server operators, also known as global administrators. 
The day-to-day regional cybercommand HBSS administrator would be a typical role. The HBSS specialist develops 
technical procedures, performs testing and validation, develops signatures, and audits controls.

• HBSS threat analyst—The HBSS Threat Analyst level targets senior engineers and analysts. Engineers focus on leveraging 
HBSS capabilities based on threat, resources, and mission risk, while the analysts use the HBSS suite to find the threats 
and eradicate them. HBSS Threat Analysts would reside at any Cyber Center or SOC and provide low-level supervision for 
engineers and specialists above.

• HBSS security architect—The HBSS Security Architect is a total solutions expert and can show mastery of all previous 
levels of competency. The architect focuses on the direction of the HBSS program, establishes metrics, provides mid-
level supervision, threat briefs and reporting, and develops operational processes, models, and frameworks to meet the 
customer culture and security requirements. 

By evolving the training regimen toward a more commercial model with prerequisite criteria and career progression, HBSS 
cyberdefense can become a more practical, better-equipped portion of defense of the fifth domain of warfare.

Moving Security and Visibility Toward the Processor Level
Since the original conception of HBSS, noteworthy events such as the first shipment of app-driven smartphones, the 
invention of mobile-focused operating systems, wearable Internet-enabled accessories, the election and re-election of 
Barack Obama, and four Olympic Games have occurred. Also during that timeframe, Intel Corporation purchased McAfee 
and changed the way security is conceived, built, and delivered.

Intel had already been pursuing its own hardware-based security roadmap, partly with the introduction of TXT (trusted 
execution technology) into its server processor line, which allows administrators to establish a root of trust for server 
hardware from the initial power-on all the way through the population of virtual machines (VMs). When the machine 
finishes booting, the administrator can ensure that among other things:

• A known good BIOS value could be populated into a Trusted Platform Module (TPM).
• A known good hypervisor value could be populated into a TPM.
• If the physical characteristics of a server weren’t operating at peak levels, the server could be excluded from Trusted 

Computing Pools. Mission VMs wouldn’t run there, and the server would be eligible to run only generic VMs.
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The logical first extension that has already occurred is making the information above available to the HBSS administration 
tool, McAfee ePO software. Administrators are eligible to create and enforce policies, report results, and gain the benefits 
of the three items above simply by enabling TXT on their Intel-based servers.

A second consideration was that applied cryptography in software is extremely expensive computationally, particularly 
when observing requirements in Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) publications, such as FIPS 140-2. For this 
reason, Intel began including in its processors not only dynamic random number generators (DRNG), but also what is 
known as the Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions (AES-NI). The combination of these two additions allows 
for cryptographic operations, such as generation of large prime numbers, execution of rounds of encryption or decryption, 
or key generation, to be performed in the processor itself. This model allows cryptographic functions to be executed at 
hardware speeds rather than in software at far slower, computationally expensive speeds.

 

 

Figure 1. Intel AES-NI accelerates encryption for efficient protections with fast performance. 

Beginning with the acquisition of McAfee, joint projects between Intel and McAfee focused on two areas: hardware-
enabled security for both workstations and servers and processor-enabled visibility for workstations.
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Rootkits and hardware-enabled security

Researchers discover an average of 2,000 rootkits each day, according to McAfee Labs. Rootkits are an increasingly 
common form of malware built explicitly to hide malicious code. Once installed, a rootkit conceals itself and looks innocent 
to traditional file-based scans. The longer it stays hidden, the more damage the rootkit can do, especially when rootkits 
conceal secondary malware components, a common line of attack.

One in four IT managers has experienced a rootkit attack

SURVEY OF 400 IT MANAGERS

Source: Insights on Endpoint Security and Stealthy Threats Report (Intel, 6-2012)
Survey of 400 IT professionals (200 U.S., 200 U.K.)

Time-to-detection averaged one week, allowing malware 
to spread, affecting employee productivity

Recovery efforts averaged $10K

Often required reimaging systems

41% believe current products are not suf�cient against rootkits

Figure 2. Intel survey of 400 IT professionals about the damage caused by rootkits.
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Figure 3. McAfee Labs 2014 rootkit research shows steady growth.
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Rootkits may seem like just another type of malware—another virus, Trojan, or worm—but they can be far more 
dangerous. Two characteristics—the concealment enabled by low-level operation and the ability to hide complex threats—
distinguish rootkits from the traditional malicious code that we expect file-based antivirus and host intrusion prevention 
systems to catch. 

The most distinctive attribute of a rootkit is its ability to conceal its presence. There are two types of rootkits: user mode 
and kernel mode. Kernel-mode rootkits are the hardest to detect and clean because they lie deep inside the operating 
system. They load before most boot or other drivers load and before traditional user-mode level protections. Kernel-mode 
rootkits use this early-load position to hide their presence by manipulating the kernel, memory, and other system elements. 
These rootkits can control basic computing functions, so, in addition to hiding their own existence, they can:

• Disable protections (including antivirus).
• Re-infect if they are removed.
• Conceal other code, such as a payload, within the rootkit or separate elements of the attack.
• Deny read/write access to rootkit files to block removal.

To combat low-level threats that operate prior to the operating system, McAfee and Intel partnered on an approach using 
what is called McAfee DeepSAFE™ technology, leveraging the underlying hardware during the initial boot process, and 
throughout the uptime of any given Intel processor server. McAfee DeepSAFE technology provides real-time memory 
monitoring via hardware features in the Intel Core i3, i5, and i7 processors. Specifically, McAfee DeepSAFE uses the Intel 
Virtualization Technology, or VT-x, to get an unfettered view of system memory. 

McAfee Deep Defender is the first product built with McAfee DeepSAFE technology. McAfee Deep Defender has an 
unprecedented vantage point from which to witness and selectively intervene in the flow of events in the lowest levels of 
the operating system.

Through real-time insight into both memory accesses and the interactions of malicious code, McAfee Deep Defender can 
perform rich, subtle detection and remediation that is unlike the file-oriented scanning of traditional antivirus. The visibility 
into memory and kernel-level events also gives McAfee Deep Defender more information than is traditionally available to 
intrusion prevention systems.

McAfee Deep Defender differentiates itself from traditional user-mode security tools in several other ways:

• An on-demand scan will only detect when it is run, either manually or as part of a scheduled task. If a malicious rootkit 
has already been installed, the rootkit has had time to cloak itself and replicate or activate its self-healing regimes before 
the scan gets a chance to find it.

• Traditional tools are visible to rootkits. They can be manipulated by rootkits, for example, by deactivating the antivirus driver.
• The first driver to load wins. Via McAfee DeepSAFE, the McAfee Deep Defender driver always loads first.
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“In case of Symantec, two detected rootkits were not successfully disabled. The 
behavioural detection took place during or after installation where the rootkit 
already has control over the system, making it more dif�cult to deal with the threats.”

—AV-TEST Report Feb 2013

Figure 4. Results of the 2013 AV-TEST zero-day rootkit protection comparison. 

Lastly, although McAfee Deep Defender is built primarily to ensure that what is loading prior to the operating system is 
free from malware, a side benefit is that McAfee ePO software HBSS administrators are also able to determine at boot 
time whether the BIOS has been changed since the last hard boot of the system and what policy action to take if it has 
been changed to an unknown or unapproved version. This check allows administrators to determine whether a system has 
been tampered with at a BIOS level.

For more information on McAfee Deep Defender technology, please see: http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/white-
papers/wp-root-out-rootkits.pdf.

Processor-enabled visibility

HBSS is a tool that can be found at every post, camp, base, and station worldwide. But because HBSS is an application 
that relies on the machine to finish booting properly, there can be occasions where a visit by a technician may be required, 
because any number of error conditions may have occurred, including but not limited to the following:

• A lost encryption password.
• An unrecoverable Microsoft Blue Screen of Death (BSOD).
• A corrupted software driver.

Depending on its location, a technician visit to a garrison workstation may cost $250 US Dollars (USD) or more for even 
something as simple as a lost encryption password. To ensure high uptime, reduced need for workstation visits, reduced 
energy costs, and increased user productivity, the second project completed by Intel and McAfee after the acquisition was 
the creation of McAfee ePO Deep Command. With McAfee ePO Deep Command, HBSS and other administrators can use 
the processor itself to gain visibility to machines, even when there’s a software problem preventing them from booting 
up. Leveraging Intel vPro processor technology and Active Management Technology (AMT), McAfee ePO software HBSS 
administrators can leverage an internal Intel AMT alarm clock, remote wake-up capabilities, processor-enabled remote 
keyboard-video-mouse (KVM) without a KVM switch, and IDE redirection.

http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/white-papers/wp-root-out-rootkits.pdf
http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/white-papers/wp-root-out-rootkits.pdf
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This combination of AMT technologies allows a remote administrator to perform out-of-band, or “lights out,” 
management on a workstation—even when the system is powered off. The administrator can power on and wake up a 
PC—even if encrypted—and execute security tasks including:

• Security and configuration updates (including .DATs and McAfee ePO software policies) to remediate or maintain the 
security and compliance of the system.

• On-demand or scheduled scans that minimize user impact.
• Installation of additional security products to improve security posture.
• Event reporting.
• Patching applications or operating system.

The administrator can then return the system to its original powered-off state. 

When there are problems, such as when an operating system has been disabled or a hard drive has failed, both 
administrators and users will appreciate the convenience of integrated management activated by McAfee ePO Deep 
Command software. McAfee ePO Deep Command allows out-of-band troubleshooting and recovery of disabled endpoints 
without the need for a costly workstation visit by a technician. Whether the PC is local or remote, the administrator can 
connect to the disabled PC and KVM via AMT to conduct a remote remediation action, such as instructing the PC to boot 
from another .ISO image on the network.

The Intel AMT “Fast Call for Help” function gives users an easy way to contact HBSS McAfee ePO software administrators 
for help. The McAfee ePO software administrator can quickly:

• Redirect the PC to boot from an image from another location on the network.
• Completely control the local KVM.
• Reset the user’s encryption password.
• Clean and repair infected, disabled, or quarantined systems without hands-on access.

For more information on Intel’s AMT technology, please see: http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-
technology/intel-active-management-technology.html.

Tactical and D-DIL: A Case for Whitelisting
The Department of Defense has the difficult task of securing every endpoint in two very different environments: garrison 
and tactical. As currently configured, HBSS serves the garrison environment extremely well. The garrison is a bandwidth-
rich environment that can take advantage of a constant, rich flow of information to and from the host. In the tactical 
environment, however, bandwidth can be unreliable, intermittent, extremely finite in quantity and massively expensive in 
cost, limiting the effectiveness of bandwidth-dependent modules of HBSS. 

Existing HBSS design is bandwidth-intensive

 A core function provided by the existing HBSS design is a host intrusion prevention system, which consists of a host 
firewall as well as a signature-based intrusion prevention system (IPS). The design permits the outbound activities and, 
initially, all the inbound payload to return. The signature-based tools then look at the payload to try to determine what is 
malicious. As of 2012, the Department has taken advantage of McAfee Global Threat Intelligence (McAfee GTI) to stay 
ahead of zero-day and targeted malware. McAfee GTI uses opt-in consumer and enterprise customers’ products as sensors 
to correlate global results, producing actionable data immediately upon receipt of a potentially damaging payload. McAfee 
GTI has proven so effective in garrison networks that the Defense Information Assurance Security Accreditation Working 
Group (DSAWG) has approved its use on the Non-Classified Internet Protocol Router Network (NIPRNet). The downside for 
tactical networks: it is a bandwidth-intensive tool.

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/intel-active-management-technolog
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/intel-active-management-technolog
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The differing requirements of the garrison and tactical HBSS communities come into stark relief: the HIPS tool, which 
requires constant bandwidth for signatures and updates, uses a bleeding-edge function that has an even larger 
requirement for constant bandwidth. While the garrison community may have hundreds of megabits per second (Mb/s) 
of aggregate bandwidth available—with more available readily and inexpensively—the opposite is true in the tactical 
community. A brigade on the halt on the Warfighter Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T) backbone may have somewhere 
between three and eight Mb/s available. A naval carrier group may have even less than that. Moreover, the analysis 
required to determine whether a policy change or a custom signature and its creation is required is time-consuming and 
demands expertise that does not typically exist on a constant basis in the tactical community. Regardless of the vendor, 
HBSS HIPS and other signature-based technologies use the negative security model: everything is implicitly permitted, 
except that which is specifically denied (blacklisted).

The most recent McAfee quarterly threat briefing (McAfee Threats Report 2013, Q4) found that 469,000 new pieces of 
malware are being created and released into the Internet each week, creating a daunting maintenance task for a tactical 
organization relying on just satellite communications for the most current protections. Also, with limited bandwidth 
available to support the mission overall, the opportunity cost of the negative security model is simply prohibitive for many 
tactical organizations.

HBSS policy makers and operators should consider the use of the positive security model, particularly in the tactical 
community, for D-DIL systems, and for firm or fixed function devices. The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) 
uses this positive security model definition: “A ‘positive’ security model (also known as ‘whitelist’) is one that defines what 
is allowed, and rejects everything else.” The use of the positive security model would allow HBSS users to:

• Enforce that only the Authority to Operate (ATO) package supporting the mission can run on the system.
• Ensure that malware inadvertently or maliciously introduced to the system cannot run.
• Prevent users from installing non-ATO packages onto the system.
• Ensure that administrators can make authorized changes to the ATO system when the mission requires it.
• Dramatically reduce mission bandwidth costs. 
• Maintain the ATO state for the entire length of the deployed system.
• Reduce the need for ongoing policy changes or signature additions and HIPS and other complex HBSS training and lower 

the total cost of ownership (TCO) of HBSS.
• Eliminate the need for dedicated McAfee ePO software and Microsoft SQL (MS-SQL) servers, instead centralizing them at the 

Tactical Processing Node (TPN) or even at the Satellite or Mission Partner Gateways, further reducing complexity and cost.
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A McAfee study comparing aggregate bandwidth of the negative security model (blacklisting) against the positive security 
model (whitelisting) showed a greater than 90% reduction in the amount of overall bandwidth for whitelisting to manage 
and update the solution on a daily basis. Below is a chart from that study:

Figure 5. McAfee HBSS tactical test. 

Name Current Proposed

Test 1 - 24-Hour Baseline X X

Test 2 - Single Threat (EICAR Test Virus) X X

Test 3 - Daily Signature/Policy Update HBSS Signature No HBSS Signatures (N/A = 10)

Test 4 - Antivirus Quarterly Patch/Whitelist Update X X

Test 5 - Updates Off-Network and Reconnect (SuperDat) X Not Required (N/A = 10)

D-DIL environments can also benefit from this evolution from the negative security model to the positive. Consider the 
following DoD customer use cases where the HIPS negative security model was either non-functional or cost prohibitive:

• Tactical community SATCOM tower management workstation—The workstation is attached directly to the brigade 
level satellite communications tower on an otherwise fully disconnected network. There is no McAfee ePO software 
management server, nor corresponding MS-SQL server, and there is no bandwidth available for signatures or updates at all.

• Tactical community high-speed wireless hub management workstation—The workstation is attached directly to the 
brigade-level high-speed wireless hub on an otherwise fully disconnected network. There is no McAfee ePO software 
management server, nor corresponding MS-SQL server, and there is no bandwidth available for signatures or updates at all.

• DoD in-cockpit embedded Microsoft Windows XP tablet—The tablet communicates with an Aviation Mission Planning 
System (AMPS) on the ground using radio frequency (RF) communication rather than Ethernet; at no point is the tablet 
ever connected to the Department of Defense Information Network (DoDIN).
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• DoD retail point-of-sale (POS) terminal—The POS terminals use an embedded Linux system to operate the register, adjust 
inventory, print receipts, and perform other functions. The number of functions the system needs to support is finite and 
changes very infrequently.

• DoD flightline Windows workstation—The Common Aircraft Portable Reprogramming Equipment (CAPRE) laptop is a 
Windows workstation that is used for recording and tracking F-16 Viper and other flight line maintenance; at no point is 
the tablet ever connected to the DoDIN.

In each of these instances, the organization either already has used, or is in the process of considering the positive security 
model and whitelisting rather than HIPS and blacklisting, because the environmental and/or networking conditions made 
the use of traditional HBSS either mission or cost prohibitive. McAfee Application Control and McAfee Change Control are 
highly interoperable choices in these instances because they utilize the exact same agent and management server versions, 
policies, audits, queries, and reports as HBSS itself. Furthermore, from the certification and accreditation (C&A) standpoint, 
both products are on the DISA Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC) Unified Capabilities Approved Products List (UC-
APL), meaning that no additional C&A is required for an organization to use them. 

Real-Time Query, Response, and Remediation
One of the primary failures in traditional information security is the delta of time between three events: the compromise 
of a system, the detection of the compromise, and the resolution of the compromise. The endless loop that we find 
ourselves on in fielding systems is the establishment of a baseline, measurement against that baseline, tweaking according 
to environmental conditions, reporting the results, and waiting to find out long after the fact about a compromise. In the 
interim, the pace at which change is occurring is unprecedented—the juggernaut of mobile devices, the Internet of Things, 
and the unprecedented demand for Internet-enabled services is driving greater and greater risks to information security 
and privacy practitioners. The biggest single challenge is the pace of actionable information in what is, in most instances 
(and the existing HBSS estate), a client-server model, where finding the host-based security state of affairs for a particular 
machine or threat type now is an information security management impossibility.

For this reason, McAfee has introduced McAfee Real Time Command, an alternative to the traditional hub and spoke 
management system. By utilizing the existing estate as a peer network, McAfee Real Time Command is capable of 
ascertaining extremely specific information per machine or per event on an almost immediate response basis. McAfee Real 
Time Command is the first and only solution that allows you to query and control all of your mission assets in seconds, 
so you can identify issues and fix them on hundreds of thousands of endpoints in minutes rather than days. As a result, 
McAfee Real Time Command dramatically improves mission support while reducing the cost of suboptimal configurations, 
security events, and outages.

Every IT organization takes advantage of technologies and services to improve operational processes, reduce costs, and in 
general, provide greater mission support. To do so, IT organizations need to:

• Get accurate, real-time information about the state of their computing assets, when real time is measured in seconds, 
not hours or days.

• Proactively avoid serious issues, such as virus outbreaks and major outages, that result in mission disruption, tremendous 
loss of time and money, and damage to reputation.

• Quickly and effectively update their environment to accommodate changes to the mission or to remediate serious issues 
when proactive avoidance is not possible.

Current endpoint management solutions, including HBSS, fail to provide the necessary tools, accuracy, and speed 
required by large-scale enterprises. Even the simplest data collection task can take hours or days and, for fast changing 
environments, this means the resulting data could be inaccurate and therefore unusable. This lack of data accuracy hinders 
the IT organization’s ability to proactively avoid serious issues, where downtime can be very costly. Furthermore, current 
solutions lack the ability to quickly and effectively deploy fixes. In many cases, simple issues turn into critical, lengthy 
outages that could have been mitigated with a faster remediation solution.

McAfee Real Time Command is a security and configuration management solution that provides instant visibility and 
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allows organizations to collect data and update machines in networks of any size in seconds. McAfee Real Time Command 
is able to query information from hundreds of thousands of machines in seconds because of its intelligent peer-to-peer 
communication model. This speed means that information is current and accurate when assessing a security threat or 
vulnerability. Its next-generation architecture also allows enterprises to fully deploy a real-time environment in a matter of 
days and run a single McAfee Real Time Command Server to support hundreds of thousands of endpoints.

McAfee Real Time Command capabilities include:

• Instant querying—Query every computer in your network, and get the answers back within seconds. Example data sets 
include: installed applications, running processes, network connections, user information, hardware information, and 
hundreds more out of the box.

• Instant actions—Update your machines and have enterprise-wide confirmation within seconds. Example actions include: 
installing or removing applications, terminating processes, patching, managing services, changing third-party app 
configuration, and more.

• Plain English—Take advantage of a Google-like natural language interface to issue queries as opposed to an arcane 
scripting language.

• Mission-ready—Use FIPS 140-2 certified cryptography, rigorous management rights, and the ability to scale to hundreds 
of administrators and hundreds of thousands of managed assets.

• Simple infrastructure—Install a single server in a day to manage every computer asset in your enterprise—servers, 
desktops, and laptops. 

McAfee Real Time Command delivers out-of-the-box solutions to address critical customer needs such as:

• Incident response.
• Unmanaged asset detection.
• Audit and compliance.
• Information protection.

In addition to the out-of-the-box solutions, McAfee Real Time Command is an extensible platform that can be fully 
customized based on customer needs. These extensions can be created using a variety of popular scripting languages with 
active online communities to ensure that customers do not have to invest in learning proprietary languages.

HBSS As It Relates to DoD Data
In 2006, with the original baseline of HBSS, there was no design consideration given to the data arriving at or leaving DoD 
systems except as it related to its potential malware risk. The McAfee agent was operating a few individual technologies on 
behalf of administrators, but they were relegated largely to intrusion prevention and adherence to DoD and more local C/S/A 
policies. As long as the device conformed with those policies and attempted to detect malware, users were free to send 
whatever data they wanted to any destination using any vector. There was no control to preventing the scenarios like these:

• With proper user credentials, access, and capture of data → HTTPS session to Internet-enabled mail or data repository 
(Gmail) to exfiltrate sensitive data to systems on the Internet.

• With proper user credentials, access, and capture of data → send data to plugged-in USB stick or MP3 player → leave the 
building.

• With proper user credentials, access and capture of data → burn data to CD writer → leave the building with data on CD.
• With proper user credentials, access and capture of data → print data to unmonitored remote location.
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In all of the above instances, there are the same gated opportunities for creating and adhering to best practices security 
policies:

• Data access—Users should not only be limited in the data that they can access by the roles they fulfill and role requirements 
(concept of least privilege), but also the authentication and authorization of each access attempt should be logged and 
reviewed for those occasions when users are making data access attempts for data they have no right to access.

• Vector of transmission—If a user passes the gated checkpoint for access of the data above, that doesn’t mean the user 
should have carte blanche to use any means technically available for that data to leave the system: the role of the user, 
the location of the system, the classification level of the system, and dozens of other factors could be used to determine 
how a user is eligible to repackage data, known in HBSS nomenclature as “device control management” (DCM).

• Use of the data itself—The DCM policies above limit or create parameters for the physical egress of the data, but no 
knowledge or inspection of the data itself. In this case, an additional technology that is specifically data-aware is required. 
This would allow administrators to ensure that data is not improperly used. This is known by the technology market as 
data loss protection (DLP).

Here is a walk-through of gated opportunities viewed through a best practice lens.

Tom, Dick, Harry, and Renee are trying to access the same file, a sensitive but unclassified summary of a particular 
organization’s logistics and resupply plans while it’s in garrison. The data owner has determined that this data cannot be 
transmitted to any Internet-enabled destination, except that of a public trucking company that is assisting in a particular 
portion of a resupply effort, but then only by FTP.

Tom has nothing to do with the organization or its resupply effort. His access to the data is properly restricted, and when 
he attempts to access the data, his denied attempt is logged.

Dick has proper credentials to not only access but also to manipulate and save changes to the data—but not to send it 
anywhere. When he attempts to put it on a USB stick, he is notified that is against policy and this attempt is logged.

Harry has proper credentials to not only access, manipulate, and save changes to the data, but also to send it to the 
trucking company. Harry decides he wants to work on a particular file at home and tries to attach and send it to his 
Internet-mail account. He is notified that this is against policy, and this attempt is logged. He then decides to cut and paste 
all of the contents of the file into an email and tries again. Because many DLP products can also identify that data in a file 
sent in another format is still the same data, the attempt fails. Harry is notified that this is against policy, and this attempt 
is logged.

Renee has proper credentials to not only access, manipulate, and save changes to the data, but also to send it to the 
trucking company. Renee finishes her work, and tries to email the file to the trucking company. Although Renee is 
permitted to send this file externally to the trucking company, email is not a permitted vector. The attempt is denied, 
Renee is notified that this is against policy, and this attempt is logged. Renee then sends the file via FTP to the trucking 
company. Because there is a transmission of organizational data to the “outside,” this attempt is logged, but is permitted 
because it meets with policy.

Cyber checkpoint checklist:

1. Permitted user accessing data they have rights to (Manning/WikiLeaks).
2. Makes changes they are authorized to make (hijacked credentials hacks).
3. Using an acceptable transmission vector for data (Snowden, tunneling hacks).
4. Sending data to an approved destination (Exfil).

Every single successful inadvertent or malicious leak fails one of these gated opportunity checkpoints, and in most 
worldwide organizations, it is unfortunately the very first one: who has rights to what data.
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The use of DLP in the DoD will not be as clean as the use cases above because there is a tremendous data owner/user 
problem to overcome where answers to the following kinds of questions cannot be universally (or even partially on most 
occasions) answered:

• Who has access to the data?
• By what vectors can they access it?
• How are those vectors authenticated?
• How are those authentications logged?
• Does the user have limited rights (for example, read-only) to the data?
• Is the user permitted to manipulate and re-package the data?
• Where can the data be stored by the user (local versus network)?
• What vectors can the user utilize in sending the data somewhere external?

 – Via an attached USB device (printer, portable drive, memory stick).

 – Via an attached local or network printer.

 – Via network protocols (http, https, ftp, ftps, sftp).

 – Via or denying specific applications within those protocols (Gmail, Box, Facebook).

 – Via email:

•  To or excluding certain recipients.

•  To or excluding certain domains.

•  To or excluding certain Internet mail providers.

•  Including or excluding attachments:

 – Of a certain type.

 – Of a total size.

 – Containing particular search words.

There are three activities that the DoD can engage in that will assist in not only allowing the four gated checkpoints 
described above to be created, but also for the best practices questions above to be answered. These activities, the 
checkpoints, and the answers to the best practices questions will allow the DoD to evolve its anti-spillage efforts to being 
more proactive and effective rather act in reaction to a newspaper article.

• Activity 1—Use network-based anti-spillage technology to discover what kinds of data are leaving the DoDIN, using what 
vectors, being sent by whom, and where. After discovery, create anti-spillage policies based on what was learned during 
discovery to create enforcement points for the DoDIN and the devices attached to it.

• Activity 2—Use the host-based anti-spillage technology available within the HBSS framework to create enforcement 
points for devices even when they aren’t connected to the DoDIN.

• Activity 3—Begin efforts to create and adopt a uniform metadata tracking system so that policies can be easily created 
and updated based on the type of data and who its consumers are.

There are a variety of companies, technologies, and processes that can be used to complete Activities 1 and 3. However, 
the most cost-effective way to ensure that data leaving an HBSS-managed node is compliant with DoD anti-spillage policy 
is for McAfee HDLP technology to be enabled within the HBSS-managed environment.
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Conclusion
While cutting-edge at its introduction, the HBSS technology foundation needs an upgrade to reflect modern threats, 
constraints, opportunities, and mission demands. The HBSS foundation that already exists can be enhanced and extended 
with a minimum of cost and disruption to update this critical environment with new technical controls. Leveraging the 
same management environment, incremental investments can extend policies, visibility, and accountability to match this 
new landscape and protect garrison and tactical assets and personnel. 
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